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Manufacturing
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Solutions for the manufacturing industry
Most organisations tend to focus their automation / identification
efforts on supply chain logistics, typically post production. Clearly,
there are numerous benefits to doing this, but the huge potential
for optimisations and cost savings across production and
manufacturing should not be overlooked, with challenges such as
Just in Time (JIT) part delivery, security & authentication, quality
control, stock management, and line-side production all able to
benefit hugely by the implementation of identification and sensing
solutions.

We have a proven track record in working with customers where
harsh production conditions such as extremes in temperature, high
humidity, abrasion, or the presence of chemicals and other fluids all
make implementing accurate identification and sensing solutions
challenging, but arguably offer the greatest return on investment.
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Major Benefits
As an end-to-end solution provider, it is important that we deliver value where it is needed most to your business. This is why we
offer a broad range of services into the manufacturing industry that offer the following benefits.

Streamline
production lines
and enable true
Just In Time
manufacturing
across the facility
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Optimise the use
of returnable
assets throughout
the manufacturing
process & supply
chain

Operate virtual
stock locations with
your suppliers using
Vendor Managed
Inventory

Streamline production lines and enable true JIT manufacturing
Implementing a combination of complementary technologies, including identification, sensing and
Real Time Location Systems (RTLS) across the production process can provide a level of optimisation
that is simply not achievable through process alone. Our solutions enable production lines to run more
fluidly, bottlenecks to be eliminated and potential line-stopping problems to be identified before they
become an issue.

Optimise the use of returnable assets around the supply chain
Managing returnable assets is a challenge across the supply chain, but perhaps none more so than
within the manufacturing environment, where a shortage of parts can have critical implications and
severe cost penalties. Our solutions allow you to manage your returnable assets reliably and
accurately – whether owned by you or leased from a pool provider – ensuring you always have
sufficient items available.

Virtual stock locations with Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI)
VMI essentially allows your vendor to place an agreed stockholding on your site as unique inventory,
allowing you to take parts and components as you need them. The replenishment is taken care of by
the vendor, and you are only billed as consumed. Our solutions facilitate this arrangement by providing
an easy way for you to consume stock and your partner to monitor stock levels.

An online digital record of components and assemblies
Core to every solution we provide is the connecting of physical items to a unique and accurate
online ‘digital twin’ record. This record can contain a range of information for use across the
manufacturing process and beyond, providing an extremely valuable reference of when and where an
item was made, which staff were involved, the makeup of its components, quality assurance records
and more.
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Transforming JIT part delivery, line-side
production, quality control and stock
management with powerful identification
solutions.
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Our solutions
Brand Protection & Traceability

Work in Progress Visibility

•
•
•

•
•
•

Protect your brand & reputation
Ensure parts to be fitted are genuine
Verify warranty claims downstream

Immediate visibility of WIP items
Ensure staff & tools are in the right place
Identify bottlenecks and optimise

Component Identification

Safety & compliance

•
•
•

•
•
•

Ensure assemblies contain correct parts
Manage records for complex parts
Efficiently handle product recall

Build a complete online audit history
Quickly trace items for recalls
Instant access to safety information

Item-level identification

Vendor-Managed Inventory

•
•
•

•
•
•

Link physical items & digital data
Instant access to essential information
Facilitate on demand production

Reduce transportation costs
Better manage cashflow
Eliminate costly stock t akes
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Brand protection & traceability
Your brand is likely your most important asset. It tells people what you do and infers the quality of your product, which is
synonymous with the reputation you have built up over the years. Protecting your brand should not only be paramount to
your business, but also to your customers – giving them confidence that the goods they receive are genuine and therefore of
the quality they expect.
Our luxury brand protection and traceability solution is a practically invisible yet highly secure method of assigning a digital
signature to physical products, which can then be used for identification, authentication and traceability at various stages
throughout a supply chain – and even extend beyond once a purchase has been made.
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Protecting your brand and it’s
reputation

Identifying weak entry points in
your supply chain

Only providing warranty support
on genuine products

It is only a matter of time before inferior
quality products bearing your brand begin
to damage your reputation. Loss of sales,
negative reviews and even potential lawsuits
are all avoidable if the quality of genuine
goods can be guaranteed.

Most unauthorised products are introduced
via your supply chain. RFID brand protection
allows you to identify the exact entry point
and act quickly, with accurate and audited
information available to support your
investigations.

Whilst unauthorised goods may look the
same as your official products, the product
quality will reduce their lifetime. Our RFID
brand protection solution ensures only
genuine products are returned/replaced
under warranty.
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Component / assembly identification
Modern manufacturing and production processes must be flexible and dynamic, with complex industries such as automotive, rail, oil & gas and industrial machinery commonly running production links where each unit is likely to be unique in
many ways.
Our component/assembly identification solutions allow complex manufacturing lines to run efficiently and in-field service
and maintenance to be more streamlined and accurate than ever. From providing automatic confirmation that assemblies
are correct at line side, to delivering accurate historical maintenance records, having the ability to accurately identify these
component parts provides a wealth of efficiency and safety benefits.

Streamline complex
manufacturing

Correctly maintain and replace
components

Efficient disposal of waste
electrical and electronics

The manufacturing and assembly of finished
goods is a complicated process. Being able
to accurately identify parts to a serialised
level can ensure this entire process is
completely streamlined – with the right parts
being available for fitting at the right time.

As individual components are removed for
inspection, their complete maintenance
history can be accessed allowing you to
evaluate whether a component needs
replacing or maintaining. This can ensure
that the right part is fitted at the right time.

Having the ability to automatically gather
data on complex assemblies, the materials
they contain and their history through
operational life, enables you to efficiently
dispose of WEEE components to the correct
standards at their End of Life (EOL).
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Item level identification
When you combine consumable-level pricing of RFID tags with reliable long-range reading solutions, pervasive mobile
data, cloud computing, Internet of Things, and block chain, you can see why item level identification and visibility is
becoming commonplace across a range of industries – and not just retail.
The Coriel item level identification & visibility solution has been developed based on years of experience and successful
installations and now forms an integral part of most of the projects we undertake. At its most basic level, the solution
provides a reliable way to read unique items quickly and reliably and then establish what the item is, where it’s been and
more.
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Accurate monitoring of current
and historic location of items

Finding specific items when lost or
amongst thousands of others

Streamlined, on-demand
production of items

A great example of item level identification
is of our partner, Close Brothers, who rely
on our item-level identification solution to
understand which customers currently have
their returnable kegs and how many times
they’ve been used.

We provide our item-identification solution
into several applications within the rail
industry, where reliably identifying a single
faulty axle on a train, for example, can save
days in lost productivity and potentially
prevent catastrophic events down the line.

Our item-level & visibility solution enables
operators to establish jobs that need to be
completed, components that need to be
fitted or bespoke options specified by the
customer. This information facilitates a more
streamlined production process.
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Work In Progress Visibility
Manufacturing lines and production floors are complex environments, with a combination of inbound goods, logistics,
production, QA and despatch all entirely reliant on each other. From a production perspective, it’s likely that each stage in
the assembly line will have its own station, where specific operations are performed. A hold up at any one of these single
stations can have huge knock on effects down the line, which is why having an efficient production line and complete
visibility of Work In Progress (WIP) is so fundamentally important.
The Coriel production line / WIP solutions delivers the accurate line-side identification of people, parts and assemblies
needed to understand exactly how efficiently the line is operating and identify areas where real-time problems exist, or
long-term optimisations need to be made.

Immediate visibility of the status &
location of WIP items

Tracking WIP items down to a
serialised unit level

Identifying where bottlenecks
occur and quickly rectify

The Coriel WIP solution gives you
unprecedented visibility of your facilities by
helping you to understand exactly where
every production item is (physically) and
what the status is. This information allows
you to better plan further optimisations.

The RFID tags deployed as part of the Coriel
WIP solution are all entirely unique, meaning
that one production assembly can be
identified from another with ease. This
serialisation can also be fed into your WMS/
ERP systems and used further down the line.

Having improved visibility and data on your
production line and WIP allows you to
quickly identify which parts of the process
are causing bottlenecks and implement
changes to fix the problem before the
impact is felt further down the line.
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Safety & compliance
Accurately identifying physical items and linking them to the cloud-based storage of maintenance records, usage data and
documentation can transform your safety and compliance procedures. Coriel safety & compliance solutions make it easier
to access critical safety information, make the workplace safer and ensure critical components, assemblies and products are
maintained correctly.
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Building an audited history of an
item throughout its lifetime

Quickly identifying components
that are end of life

Digitally recording the usage of
Personal Protective Equipment

Almost everything produced today has a
lifetime and an auditable history is
invaluable. Linking information such as date
of manufacture, batch number, compliance
certs and specifications to physical items,
makes the auditing process more efficient.

In some industries, the need to replace
components and assemblies within a
given lifetime is key. Our safety & compliance
solutions help to identify the right parts to be
replaced, informing engineers exactly where
they are and provides vital in-person checks.

Coriel’s safety & compliance solutions
supports the capture, store and retrieval of
key information about your PPE supply. It
enables you to record key usage data such
as when your equipment should be retired,
for safety and audit purposes.
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Vendor Managed Inventory
Vendor-Managed Inventory (VMI) make perfect sense for both the vendor and the end-customer. For the vendor, they can
ensure parts are with their customers instantly, easily hold customer-specific SKUs and significantly reduce the amount of
physical space they need for storing stock. For the customer, they get instant access to parts as they need them and typically
only pay for them once they have been consumed. However, the complexities around managing a remote stock location,
accurately managing inventory levels, and ensuring the customer is invoiced reliably often mean that the significant benefits
to be derived are overlooked.
The Coriel VMI solution provides the reliable item identification required for you to run a remote stock location on a customer
site, with the same level of confidence as your own inventory locations.

Significantly lowering central
inventory requirements

Eliminating low volume, expensive
transit costs

Creating long-term partnerships
with your customers

Significant cost savings that can be realised
through the utilisation of the vendors on-site
space rather than a large central inventory
warehouse. Your customers will also see a
reduction in warehouse personnel,
equipment and consequent utility costs.

Working with customers on a VMI basis
allows you to create an initial large
stockholding on their site, which is then
topped up periodically based on their
requirements. This makes the operation
more manageable on an ongoing basis.

The benefits of VMI to the end customer are
such that suppliers who offer VMI are in a
great position to create long-term
contractual relationships that benefit both
parties - often over contract periods that
span several years.
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How Coriel help
Coriel is a specialist systems integrator, focused on Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), Internet of Things (IoT) and Industry 4.0 solutions. Over the
last 12 years of delivering projects, our team has built an extensive knowledge base, together with the expertise needed to implement reliable solutions
that deliver immediate, value-driven business benefits.
Our specific expertise lies in digitally connecting items, enabling process automation, and developing the business tools needed to enhance
operations within industrial application sectors. By working closely and collaboratively with our customers, we gain a deep and intrinsic understanding
of their business needs and strategic goals, which allows us to design, implement and support solutions that typically exceed the original objectives.
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Regus House, Herald Way, Pegasus Business Park, Castle Donnington, Derby DE74 2TZ
Call: +44 (0)1332 922 186
Email: info@coriel.co.uk
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